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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATIGAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLIKAE 
17,4 (1976) 
OH COMPACT SPACES 1HICH AM HHIOKS OF CEHSABS. COLEBCTIOBS 
OF SQBSPACES OF SPECIAL 1.CPE 
A.V. ABHANGEL'SKII, MOSCOW 
Abstract: Let X be a compact and X -= X-̂ u Xg, where 
both X-. and X^ are metrizable. Then X meed not be metriz-
able itself but X must be a Frechet-Urysohn space and for 
every Ac X the cellularity number c(A) is equal to the 
weight w(A) (Theorem 11.10). If X is a compact and X • 
* UJ where each X c & is & developable subspace of 
X then the tightness of X is countable (Theorem 1.12). 
Together with these results we prove a few useful general 
lemmas. The following problem is formulated (see 11.13). 
Let X « XjU x^ where X is a compact and X^, Xg are metria-
able. Is it true then that X is an Eberlein compact? 
Key words and phrases: Tightness, density, Frechet-
UrysohB space, sequential space, free sequence, trc -weight, 
network, developable space, uniform base. 
AMS: 54A25, 54.D30 Ref. 2.: 3.961 
This article, with exception of the last remark, was 
written before the Prague Topological Symposium 1976 and 
served as a basis for the author's talk at the symposium. 
0.Convent JOBS and notations. Throughout the paper 
the word "space" will mean "topological regular T-j-apace", 
"A compact" is a bicompact Hausdorff space. The symbol 
will always denote a cardinal number. We shall write -c+ 
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for the first cardinal which is greater than % . Car-
dinals are identified with the corresponding initial or-
dinals. We put N « -t 1,2, •••,:&,... J . If X is a space, 
Ac X and tf is a cardinal, then cX (A) is the closure of 
A in Xf c £ r CA) « U-tci(M)s IcA and I • I * tr $ and 
seqci/ (A) «-fxeXs there exists a sequence -f â s aeN J 
in A converging to z J • A trans finite sequence £ - -iaĉ  : 
: oC < Tr+ J of points in X is called Ma free sequence" 
(see [33)5, if for each ft «< ̂ + the following condi-
tion holds: 
c£ \ x^: ex. -c /2 *i n c£ «f x ^ : ft £• co < f **" J « 0. Then 
tf4" is called "the length" of ^ and we write: .-6(f)* 
- tf+ * ̂ h® set of all free sequences in X of the length 
<#+ will he denoted fey && (X). A space X is called"® 
t -compact® if for every chain C of non-empty closed 
sets in X such that I C I ̂  tf we have: DC+0. We also 
consider the following cardinal-valued invariants: tight-
ness t(X) of X, density d(X) of X, cellularity number 
(Souslin number) c(X) of X, pseudocharacter -yr(X) of X, 
character ^ (X) of X and with some others. Their defini-
tions one can find in £53. The cardinality of a set X is 
denoted by I X I . 
§ I. General results 
I*3.. Definition. Let 8 '-{Xoc : <*, < tr+*$ e ^ ( X ) 
«* f* " * xi : <* < ** * e &v (X > ' We put ?'* ? 
if (cZ^Ax^i $t*cc«£ tr+^N-tx^. /* £ oc < "CM 3 
=> < *^ * A -6 <* -« •*+ $ . we shal l write f ^ -*- § 2 , if 
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%A<* f2 m % m f2 . Obviously, if f" < f 
and • f' ^ f 5 then f'/<r f - one only has to remark 
that always c i ^ ( c ^ ( A ) ) * c£^ (A) (see C 31). 
1.2. Lemma. If § , £ '€ 3^ (X) and §'< f > then 
c i ^ (£ ' ) i s closed in c i ^ ( | ) and c ^ ( | ' ) \ f is 
closed in c JL ^ ( § ); \ | . 
Proof. Let yc c £ ^ C| ) and ye cJL (c - £ ^ ( | ' ) ) . Then 
ye cX-t x ^ : oc «<: o£*5 for some cc*-< t?+- , Then 
y£ c i -f x ^ . : oo* dSs oo <. t ? + J and hence y ^ c X *{x^: 
: oc.* -£ oc -< f + i .Thus ye c£ i x^, : oo -< oc* ? „ We con-
clude tha t y e e ^ ^ J ' ) . As f and £* are discrete sub-
spaces of X, £ is open in c£^ (£ ) and f' is open in 
eX ,£,(£*')• From this the second conclusion of the lemma 
follows. 
1.3. Lemma. If § e &^ (-X ) and Mc c£^ ( f ) , 
I I I -: tr , - c> *r0 , then I c c i (-£ x ^ : *c -< oc* } ) f or 
some oc* -< tj + • 
This assert ion follows t r i v i a l l y from regularity of 
*>+ . 
*»4« Lemma. If X i s a tf-compact and Ac X then X = 
8 c X ^ ( A ) i s also a tr-compact. 
Proof. Let C k a chain of non-empty closed sets in 
X such that I C I ^ K . For each Fe C l e t us f ix c (F )eF . 
We put M » 4 c (F) : Fe C 5 . Then III I £ I C I £ <* and Mc Y. 
Hence c i ( M ) c c ^ t ( I ) * X. As c(F>€ MnF, the family C' = 
-= 4FA C£ MI Fe C ? is a chain of non-empty closed sets in 
c^(M) and, hence, in X. As I c ' l £. (C I & t we can con-
clude tha t f)C' =f- 0 . But f l C ' c d C , Thus flC 4* 0 • 
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I ' 5 « 2g$B&* -tet X be a^-eoiapact, # * ^ t* ? t •25> 
-̂  "H'o and suppose that for every 0 < 0 * a free sequen-
ce f a 5B4xoC 2 oc -c tr+ 5 fi #^ CX ) i s given in such 
a way that i f 8' <: 6" <z 0 * , then f Qt, < | ^ . Then 
there exists a free sequence f̂ * a -ix^" : oc -< ^ + ? in 
X such that f e * -< fe for a l l 6 -< 0 * , 
Proof. For a l l 6 -c 0 * and o t 4 t + we put 
F i s < c X ^ * £ : * - * / » - < ^ J ) N 4 ^ ; oc .* |3 -< * + J . 
We shall define a transfinite sequence i£ - - f y ^ s ot-c tr+5 
in X. Let oG < t.:"1*" • Assume that for every oc -c So a 
point y^ e X i s already defined in such a way that y^ € 
e c X ^ ( | 0 ) . In view of the lemma 1.3, there exists oc*<: 
-c tf*" such that -f y ^ : cc -< aC } cz GJL-L ^ ; oc < oc* £ 
and oo £ o c * < i;*" . The smallest oc* , for which the 
two conditions above are satisf ied wi l l be denoted by 
cp(So)* Clearly oc -* ( j ( o ? ) < t r + . We put S'*-C.f ^ ) : 
: 8 < e * J and $ a -= n15 . % 1*4, -*°C£) is a « -
compact. By 1.2, each - W £ ) * s c l o s e d i11 y4c^c) * ̂  ^CSc)5* 
* 0 then c X r -Cx£ : <y <2t) & ft ^ <v+ J -=-
«-£o<^ ;cpCoO .-£./ . i<t?+5 i s a discrete T -compact (by 
1.4) space.of cardinality <r+ - which i s a contradiction* 
Hence ^JCSt) 4
s 0 for every 0 -c 0 * . Thus C i s a chain of 
non-empty closed sets in the T -compact ¥ ^ ) • It follow® 
that $,* 4» # , We choose y^ to be any point of <&~ -
Then yv* <s c . E ^ ( f 0 > . Let % M y ^ : oc -< t
+ } c l be 
defined in accordance with the rule described. I f oc *£ 
£@^ K+ ,then <pCoc)^<?C/3) and y p e F^Cj3) c *°(oc} . 
Hence e£ 4 y^ : oc £ /$ -< t : + ? c c / ^ ( o c ) • °n tiie 
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other hand, -£y^ : / 3 < * 5 c c£{x^: / 3 < g>f-*)3<,As f0 
i s a f ree sequence in Xs we haves cX i x% : /3 -< cy Coc) |o 
n cX l ^ O = #• Hence cX -i y« s t3 -< oo 1 n c i -C ty^ : 
; AC .6 t3 < tr+J-?$f - i . e . ^ i s a free sequence i n X. 
Let us show that i£ < f $ for each 0 •< 0 * . I f 
oc £ / 5 < t f + then y^ e $ ^ c F<^cr$) ^ ^ °° - <$(°c)& 
6 cfCfi) . Hence ^0C/3> c P^CoC) c Fj* and * ^ : <* * /3 -* 
< v+} cPj>~ (c£^ixpcc & ft* v+3)\ iXp : oc 4 p> -c <t? + ? , 
for each oo *< TT+ . By I . l t t h i s means that ^ < f # -
Thus f̂ ĉ - ^ i s the required f r e e sequence in X. Lemma 
1.5 i s proved. 
I«6# Def init ion* For m cardinal tz f *£^ i s the 
c la s s of a l l spaces X s a t i s f y i n g the fol lowing condi t ion; 
i f Y i s a d i s c r e t e subspace of X and I l l 2 t 4 " then the -
re e x i s t s Z c Y such that 1 Z I « t?+ and Z i s c losed in X. 
* • ? • Proposi t ion, I f i |r(F fx) £ r for every c losed 
se t F in X then X e <&v ' 
Proof. Let Y be a d i s c r e t e subspace of X such that 
lYl « t r + . Then the se t F * c X ( Y ) \ Y i s c losed in X. Hen-
ce there e x i s t s a family qf of open s e t s in X such that 
Igr I £ f and fl^r = P« From Yn F - 0 i t fo l lows that 
Y » U - i ( X \ U ) o Y : ^ € T 5 . A s l ^ - l ^ ^ - c ^ + ^ i y i , 
there e x i s t s ' l l* 6 9* such that i y n (X \ U,*) I * ^ + . 
Clearly,, every subset of the s e t Y n ( X \ 11* ) i s c l o -
sed i n X. Thus any Z c Y n ( X \ 1 L * ) such that I Z \ * tr+ i s 
what we look f o r . 
*•**• Corollary. I f X i s a space with countable deve-
lopment ( i . e . a Moore space) then X e *& ^ for every T>r4A' . 
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1.9. Corollany. If X is hereditarily Lindel5f then 
X e t,^ for each t >: «K0 * 
1*10. Proposition. Let X be a r-compact and Xcl. 
Then either t(y,M) .4 ts (see E4J) for each yeX and each 
McX such that j€t-jM, or there exists in X a free se-
quence of the length t?+ » 
Proof. Assume that AcX, y*e X and y*ts c£(A) \ 
\c-£^(A) (here and in what follows the both closures are 
taken with respect to X). Put A* =- cZ& (A)n X. Obvious-
ly, y*4 c^tz (A*). Let tf be a family of open sets in X 
such that \y\ & ti and A ^ a >#•* * We shall prove 
that (fly) A A*# J# . For each % e tf we fix an 
open set W% in I such that y* e V^c ci (V^ ) c % . Put 
y'-.-tcXCV^)- ̂ e y 5. As l<r'l * I ar I -6 ̂  , we can 
write: gr' =* *£P^ - oc -< 'C 3 • Obviously % n A*=4= 0 and 
ci.(.F0A A*)3|* . We are going to prove that c£ (H-C FQC
 : 
j * ^ | i l n A*) 3 <y-* for each j3 £* <u . Suppose that 
this is true for every (b <- (3* , for some /$*• .6 *r * 
fhen C * 4 H-tl^; oc ̂ -/3}AA , , ,;/3<|3*J is a chain of 
non-empty closed sets in the space A* , each of which con-
tains y* in its closure. Let Oty* be an arbitrary neigh-
borhood of y* in X. Clearly every element of C intersects 
the set F^* n ci C Oy.* ) . Thus C ' = -C H 4 F^ ;oc^/3in 
A F̂ * n cX C 0^-* ) r . A * ; / 3 - < . / 3 * $ is a chain cf 
non-empty closed sets in A* # % 1,4, A* is a T -compact. 
Hence, in view of I C'l £ I (b* I 4 t f OC
1 =4= j# . 
We have: (HCa MP^.-eC^p*} n A * n ci ( 0^* ) . 
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As the space X is regular and Oty* is any neighborhood 
of y* , it follows that c£ ( 0 * P^ * oc & /3* I n A* ) a (y? * 
The transfinite induction is complete. Put ft == tr into 
the last formula. We obtain: Hi P^ : oc £ r } n A * -# ̂  * 
Hence H 9̂  A A * 4- ̂  « Now we can apply the funda-
mental lemma 4 from [3] to Xfy* and A
7* . It follows that 
there exists in T a free sequence ^ of the length T * 
such that ^ c A * , But .4* c X. Hence f e W^ (X ) . 
!•!!• P ropos i t ion . , Let X be m % -compact- K 21 -K0 
and X - LKX^s oc < t 3 ., where X ^ e %^ for every 
06 -< tr . Then there exists no free sequence in X of the 
length t?4" • 
Proof, Let us assume that f-s-C^.: oc-< t:* .? 6 ̂  (X). 
For each oc ^ t we shall define ^ 6 ^ (X) un-
der the following restrictions: 1) if oc'-< cc" *£ t then 
%<# < %*c' 7 and 2) if cc ̂  <r ., ̂  6 3^ (X) and 
1 -̂  % oc then 1^ ri X^, I .£ 'r for each «/-*- oc . 
We put o^Q as £ „ Let /3* .£ 'e and assume that 
i£ . e ^ CX ) is defined for every cc* «C ft * in such 
a way that the conditions 1) and 2) are satisfied for all 
these cc . If ft* is a limit ordinal we choose %&* to be 
any mf e 9^ (X) such that ô ' << ̂ ^ for all cc <: /3* 
(see I.5). Suppose now that ft* has an immediate prede-
cessor 06* * If there exists no ^ € ^ C X ) such that 
m -c 'rl^# a^d I ij ̂  ^-^ I * t + . then we choose 
4 £ A * to be any t^ e 3^ (X *) such that *n/-< ̂ ^^ (see 
1.5). Let us assume now that there exists i£ e 3^ CX) such 
that 2̂ ̂  'loc* and '^ n -̂ oc* 1 - ^ + • We f i x such ^ * 
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The set ^ n ^Cac* *s discrete, I <?£ n -^oc* ' ** *l? + s31^ 
*cc* € *^t * Hence there exists a set 2 c 72 n X a # 
closed in X^^ such that 1 2 1= tr+ . Obviously there ex-
ists rf € &<% (X ) such that njf » 2 and elements in ^' 
are ordered in the same way as they are ordered in nj • Eigr 
I%5, there exists ^" 6 S^, C X ) such that ^ -< •$' . 
Then <r£' r\ X^ -» J2f and if <£'" -5 ̂ " , then ^'" n 
n X ^ ^ = 0. Indeed i£"' .£ ^/f implies that *£n -c ?j' 
from which it follows that ^'"c cX C ^ ' ) ^ ̂ ' c X \ - X ^ * 
We put ^/j^e— "*£#/ # Clearly the conditions 1) and 2) are 
satisfied for all oc & fi* . Thus a transfinite sequence 
A ty^ : oc & t } c ^ (X ) satisfying the conditions 1) 
and 2) exists. let us fix it. Consider nj^ • Jrom 2) it fol-
lows that I T£^ n X^ I £ <z for every oc -*s t . Hence 
'^r O -£ l -£ tr • Bat 41V1S'TIT n ^ implies that 
''%'& n X \ * \%v U t + . The contradiction we arrived at 
means that W^. (X) « 0. 
Now we are ready to formulate and prove one of our main 
results • 
I«12» Theorem. If X is a tr-compact, tr 2 .K0 and 
X « I K X ^ j oc «< tr } , where X ^ e %^ for every oc < 
-< -r , then t(X) .& tr # In particular, if X is a compact 
and each X ^ is developable then t(X) .£ tr • 
.Proof. We just apply 1.11 and 1.10 where X * X. 
1.13 • Definition. A space X is called T-bounded if 
for every AcX, such that I A. I *£ tr , cZ (A) is compact. 
I»14« Theorem. Let X be at tr-bounded completely regu-
lar space, tr 2 -K0 and X » I H X ^ .• oc < r ? where 
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X^ e <£.,£ for every oc -c: or # Then X i s compact and 
t(X) £ <r . 
Proof. In view of 1.12 we only have to prove tha t X 
i s compact. Let us f ix a compact extension Y of the space 
X. Let y c Y . From 1.10 i t follows tha t t(y,X) ^ t . Hence 
yc cZ (A) for some Ac X such t h a t I A I -& t • As X i s t • 
bounded, c 2 ( A ) n X is compact. Hence cJL (A)nX is closed in 
Y. This implies that c i ( A ) » cA (A)r,X. Thus y6 c£ (A)cX, 
i . e . X -» Y. We conclude that X i s compact. 
1.15. Notations. S^ i s the c lass of a l l spaces X 
such tha t X • IKX^ : oc -c -r J where X^ 6 "b^ for eve-
ry oc << f - By J t ^ we denote the c lass of *all X such that 
X * U-CX^ ; oc -*- ts J where X^ i s metrizable for every 
oc -z <r . We put J l * » UiM,^: /neH+i • 
S t ra ight from 1.12 we get 
I •16* Theorem. I f X is a k-space, T 2- 4t*0 &**d X 6 
e S ^ then t(X) £ ^ . 
1.17. Observation. If X i s a space of point countab-
le type and X e *4i^, ? then X i s f i r s t countable at a 
dense set of points. 
This follows t r iv ia l ly from the fact that every compact 
is of second category. 
The following assertion provides us with additional 
strong information on the structure of compacts belonging 
t o ^jJt * 
I»18. Theorem. If X is a x-compact, tr s» -K0 and 
X e *4ijf ^ then the following conditioxs are pairwise 
equivalents a) c(X) £ <e j b) d(X) .& *c ; c) for every 
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X c X such that cl (X) = X, d(X) .6 ̂  j d) ̂-fcr CX ) .£ <* ; 
e) there exists XcX such that ci (X) = X and w(X) .£ <r * 
Proof. It is well known that e) -==-> d) -==»c) -*-«-M») *=-** 
«--» a)* It remains to show that a) =-==?> e)» Let X == U -t X^: 
s iel4* 5 where each X^ is metrizable. Assume that 
c(X) & <v - Put <y-= i%cX : 71 is open in X, U # 0 and 
tt n Xj is dense in 7l for some ie N f . 
As X is of second category, y is a rrr-base of X. There 
exists a maximal disjoint subfamily y* of the family %* . 
Then ci ( U ̂ *) = X. We have: I r* I -* <- (X) .£ <r # For 
each 71 & y* we cnoose i€N such that 71 n X^ is den-
se in % and put 2^ » % n X^ . As 71 is open in X, 
c(^)^c(X) £ tr • As Z ^ is dense in ^ , c(Z % )£ c ( # ) * 
r£ <Z . As Z ^ is metrizable, it follows that w(Z^) = 
* cCZ u) & <c . We put Z « U \ Z% : % e tf* ? - As #"* ie 
disjoint, 71 r\ Z * 2 ^ . Hence Z^ is open in Z for every 
71 e tf* * Let &% be a base of Z ^ such that 1 33̂ . I « 
= w(Z^ l ^ f . Then 5i = U 4 A u : i6 <s %$sfa*
 is a base 
of the space Z and I & 1..6 i: • t: = T , Hence w(Z) -=. t: . 
Obviously, cX (Z) « cZ ( U^*) = X. 
§ 2. She case of two summands 
II. 1. Example. Let % 2 -** We fix a discrete space 
k^ such that 1 ^ 1 a t , Denote by A ^ the compact ex-
tension, of A^ by one point: A* » A^ u { £ ^ i . Then A.* is 
the union of two discrete subspaces. Hence A* €. M^ . On 
the other hand, A* is not first countable at the point 
^ if *c > # . Thus not every compact belonging to 
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J t ^ i s metrizable. 
In th is paragraph we study the compact elements of 
Jt<l in greater de ta i l . 
II-2 • Lemma. Let X, 2 -^0 . X i s K-compactf X « X~ u 
uXg and assume that the following conditions are s a t i s -
fied for i == 1,2: a) if Ac X^ and U l £ T then the 
closure of A in X.*, has a network #^ such that ly^l £ K ; 
b) if(X i) £ r . Then for every Ac X̂^ such that i A I £ t. 
and for each z e c X U M X . ^ j^(z,cX (A)) £ i: . 
Proof. We put A^ * zJL (A)n .^ and fix ze A^. I t fo l -
lows from a) that there exists a family y of sets in A, 
such that \<y)&'v, U-r D A ^ U f and c i (P)4> z 
for every P 6 T . We put §^ .-c{ci(A)\ c £ ( P ) : Pe y- i . 
Thenl^ l f r |g*l £ <r and fH^J ) o X ^ c «C*5 - As 
y*(z.A2) £ ^ r ( z , X 2 ) £ ^ ? there exists a family ^
 o:f 
open sets in c£ (A) such that I 3^ J £ ^ and ( H ^ ) n 
o X 2 = -i z $ • Let T - ^ ^ ^ . ^tien obviously \y\ & K 
and 0 ^ ~ 'ixi « As a l l elements of y are open sets in 
oj£(A)f i t follows that y(%9c&(A)) £ I f I £ r . But 
c£(A) i s <r-compact. Hence ^(%}cl(A))^ tf(z,9c£(A)) £ t . 
I I . 3* Proposition. Let X be an jfiQ -compact and X = 
= X-juXg where Xi5 for each i * l f 2 , satisfy the following 
conditions: 1) X̂  € *£# * 2) if AcX i and IAI ^ -K0 
then the closure of A in X- has a countable network; 
3) y(^±) - ^ o • Vhetot for every AcX, c i ( A ) = 
« seqc£(seqcX (A)) (and hence X is sequential) . 
Proof. By Theorem 1.12, t(X) & #0 . We fix AcX aid 
xec/2 (A). There exists Be A such that \ B \ ^ ~K0 and 
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x 6 c . - t ( B ) . We put B± =- B n X . , i - 1 ,2 . Then e i ther x 6 
€ cJiiB^) or x € e . £ ( B 2 ) . I t i s s u f f i c i e n t to consider the 
case when xecZ (B-^). There are two p o s s i b i l i t i e s : I ) x e 
e X2, and I I ) xifrXg. I * I) ho lds , we apply the lemma I I . 2 
with A = B 1 and conclude that % (X, cZ (B^)) & Jfi0 m Hen-
ce x e seqc,£ (B-^c s e q c i (A) . I t remains to consider the 
case IT): x ^ X g . Then x e X ^ . We put C * cZ (B^) and C-̂  * 
* C ftXg. I t i s necessary t o d i s t ingu i sh the two fo l lowing 
subcases: Itj) cZ(Cj) $ x and I l 2 ) cZ (Cj) 3 x . Let 
cZ(Cj)$ x . Then there e x i s t s a neighborhood Ox of x i n 
X such that cZ ( C - ^ A C £ ( O X ) » 0 . Then F * c£ (Ox)nC i s 
an 4$0 -compact and fn 0% - $* Hence Pc X-,* From x e F and 
ijr(F) £ T^(XJ) *& -# 0 i t fo l lows then that % (x,F) j& -**r0 * 
We have: B.f « OxnB^cP and X6c.-£(B.T). Hence there e x i s t s 
a sequence i n B£ converging to x . As B ^ c B c A , we conclu-
de; X6 s e q c i (A) - and the proof in the case 11-^) i s comp-
l e t e . Suppose now that H 2 ) ho lds : e i (C-j) a x. As t(X) £ 
£ #o , there e x i s t s a countable se t Cf c C-, such that 
xec£ (C*). Then we have: C*c X 2 , \ G£ I £ -K0 and x ^ , 
xecZ (C* ) . Hence we can apply the lemma I I . 2 (where X-» 
plays the role of X^ and X2 plays the ro le of X^). I t f o l -
lows that ^ ( x , c X (C* )) £ 4-r0 • Thus x c s e q c f c (c£ ) . 
From B^c X^ and 113^1 £ -*r0 i t follows by lemma I I . 2 that 
c £ ( B ^ ) i s f i r s t countable at a l l the points of the s e t 
c X t B ^ n X ^ s C ^ Hence c £ c C^c s e q c £ (B-^, so that x e 
€ seqc.X (C* ) c seqc£ (seqcX ( B 1 ) ) c seqc£ ( s e q c £ (A) ) . 
.Proposition I I . 3 i s proved. 
Remark. The spaces Xn and X.-, above need not be s e -
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quential . 
11.4. Proposition. Let X = X-̂ u X2, where a l l the 
conditions from I I . 3 are sa t i s f ied . In addition, l e t us 
assume that for each AcX^ such that lAl & 4tQ the clo-
sure of A in X̂  is a Fr^chet-Urysohn space, i = 1,2. Then 
X i s also a Fr^chet-Urysohn space. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.12, t(X) & -tfD . Hence i t suf-
fices to show that cJL (A) = seqc-£(A) for every countable 
AcX. Assume that xe cZ (A)\ seqc-l (A). Let x€ X-̂« As X. 
i s Fr^chet-Urysohn, seqcX (An X^)o cJL (AnX^n X-̂  From 
x$ seqcX (A)D seqe.-2. (AnX^) i t follows now that x # 
^ c i l A n l j ) , Thus xe c£ (AnXg). We have: AnX^cX^ and 
lA^Xp 1 £ <#0 . From Lemma I I .2 we conclude now that 
^ (x ,c£ (An X^)) £ 4tQ # Hence xe seqc£ (AnXgic seqc£ (A) 
- in contradiction with x e c i ( A ) N seqc^(A). Proposition 
I I .4 i s proved. 
11.5. Proposition. Let TZ 2: -K0 . Assume that X i s 
a t-compact and X = X^y Xg, where, for each i = 1,2, the 
following conditions are sa t i s f ied : 1) X̂  e %^ • 2) i f k±c 
c X± and I A^ I 4*. tr then the weight of the closure of 
A^ in X̂  does not exceed X. $ 3) i f T±c X̂  then either 
there exists a discrete subspace Z . c l . such that I Z. I = 
= <£+ ( i . e . a(Y±) > v ) or the density d(l±) of 1± i s 
not greater than t . 
Then for any AcX such that I A I ss a? , w(c.*6 (A)) £ 
-£ K « 
Proof. Put Aĵ  * AnX^ x£ « c£ (k±) and X̂  « .^ n 
n x t , i = 1,2. 3y 2) , w ^ ) ^ <z .We have: c ^ (A )̂ * 
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« cJL (X^) * X^ - i.e. 3^ is dense in x£. As x£ is regu-
lar it follows that, for every compact $ c iL , 
£($ ,xt) « <£($ > ^ ) / w { ^ ) £ /r . We put *l » x£\ ̂  . 
Let us show that d(x£) «& if (density of XT does not ex-
ceed t ). 
Assume the contrary. Clearly, XjcX\X^. Then, by 3) 
and 1), there exists a closed in X£ discrete set D^c x£ 
such that I D^l * tf+ . Put $ ^ a c-£ (Di)\ D^. Then §£ 
is closed in X and hence $^ is a x-compact. We obser-
ve that D^c X^ and Xj is closed in X. Hence $^c X^. As 
D^ is closed in x£, it follows that §̂ r> Xj * 0. Thus 
$. c X*. Hence w(§^) .£w(X^) -6 tr . We can conclude now 
that $^ is a compact. It follows that ^ ( i^fX^) A <r • 
There exists a family #^ of open sets in X^ such that 
/ l ^ - i j ^ sad l / ^ U r . From $^ rs Di • 0 we obtain 
now that D± » U -£B^ \ 31 * % * #^ } . We have: I3J I £ <c 
and I D̂ l » r + > t . Thus I D i\ ̂  I -» is* for some 
^ A « «t . A s D i x ^ - c£3)^\ U 4 , the set D i\ 2 ^ is 
closed in cZ D. aid hence 3)^ \ *2L̂  is closed in X. But, 
as X is x-compact, there exists no closed discrete set in 
X of cardinality t; + . The contradiction we arrived at 
implies that d(Xj) & t . Clearly, if i - 1 then x£c X% 
and if i * 2 then x£c X-j,. Zn a^F case it follows from 2) 
and d(X£) ± t that w(XT) £ t; • Thus c*-£ (A) » X^u X^ u 
u X^uX^, where w(2^) & <r , w(Xp ^ <r , i « 1,2. The 
space CxC (A) is tr -compact, as X is <-compact. Prom the 
theorem on the addition of weights proved in [71 (see al-
so C 9 ] ) it follows now that w(c.X (A)) £ "£ . 
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We can mow formulate and prove the main results of 
this paragraph. 
-CI*©"* Theorem. If X is an ~&0 -compact and X » X-jU 
u X2 where X-, and X2 are spaces with uniform base then 
a) X is Fre^het-tJrysohn, and b) for each countable Ac X, 
w(c^CA)) £ -tf0 • 
Proof. The assertion follows immediately from II.5. 
II.7. Corollary. If X is a separable -tf0-compact 
and X = X-.U X ? where X^ and 2U are spaces with uniform ba-
se then w(X) £ 4 C 0 (and hence X is a compact). 
H»8» Theorem. Let X be a compact and X = X-,u X^ whe-
re X-i and X 2 are spaces with uniform base. Then a) X is 
Fre^het-Urysohn, and b) for every AcX, w(c£ (A))£! A J . In 
other words, X is an exact compact in the sense of C6J. 
Proof. One should only observe that the conditions of 
II.5 are satisfied by X, X-̂  and Xg, for all x 2: -K0 . 
-^•9. Example. Franklin's compact (see £81, or fll) 
is the union of two separable locally metrizable developab-
le spaces while it is not Fr^chet-Urysohn. It does not sa-
tisfy b) in II.8 as well. Hence H.6, II.7 and II.8 are not 
extendable to the class of all developable spaces. 
Observe that the case when X, and &> are metrizable is 
covered by II.6, IT.7 and II.8. Bat in this case the asser-
tion II.7 can be considerably strengthened. 
II»10. Theorem. If X is a x -compact and X * X-̂ u Xg 
where X^ and Xg are metrizable then the following condi-
tions are equivalent: 1) c(X) £. x and 2) w(X) & x . 
Proof. This follows from 1.18 and II.5. 
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H»ll« Corollary. If X is a compact and X * X^u 
u %2 where X^ and Xg are metrizable then c(A) = w(A) for 
erery AcX (and X is Fr£chet-Urysohn by II.8), 
11.12. Example, The same Franklin's compact (see 
II. 9) is the union of three discrete spaces while it is 
separable and not metrizable and not Fr^chet-Urysohn. 
Hence none of the results II.6, II.7, II.8 and 11.10 can 
be generalized to the case of the union of three metriz-
able spaces. That is the real reason why we had to con-
sider the case of two summands separately. We shall treat 
the peculiarities of the case when a compact is the union 
of finitely many metrizable spaces in our next paper. We 
would like to conclude with the following problem, motiva-
ted by II.8 and 11.10. 
11*13. Problem. Is it true that every compact which 
can be represented as the union of two metrizable subs pa-
ces is an Eberlein compact? 
I also want to formulate here the following problem 
which was posed in my talk at the Prague Symposium, 19T6 
and was recently so.bred by A. Ostaszewski (in the affir-
mative). 
II* 14• Problem. Let X be a compact such that X e 
€ Ma. . Is it true then that X is sequential? 
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